Demo Technician
We are looking for a technically proficient individual to join our Demo Team. You will be responsible for
the administration of the demo booking system including liaising with other teams to determine demo
requirements and coordinating the availability of various demo kits and equipment. You will join a multidisciplinary team, working under the supervision of a Senior Engineer who will provide support and
training.
There is extensive worldwide travel involved in this role. You will be showcasing ZeroLight technology at
conferences, tradeshows and client meetings on a regular basis, acting as support to our Commercial &
Marketing Teams (who will lead all presentations / meetings), setting up technical demonstrations (often
from scratch in conference centres) and helping to present these to clients, investors and commercial
partners. In these settings you can go from manual set-up tasks to discussing complex details with high
profile clients in a matter of hours.
You will liaise with the ZeroLight Development Team to ensure that demo set-up runs smoothly and that
any problems arising in remote set-up situations are resolved quickly. You will need to have a good
technical understanding of the components required to run our demos and a genuine passion for
technology. Excellent problem-solving skills and resourcefulness in sometimes challenging situations is
a must.
This role requires a high-energy individual with a positive and can-do attitude to all tasks. Being both a
set-up and a client facing position, the ability to switch gears and change your approach to the working
environment is a definite plus.
You will need to be highly organised and always aware of what is coming up in terms of demo
requirements. You will liaise with the Studio Manager on travel and logistics on a regular basis, as well
our work with IT Team on equipment testing before and after events.
You will be a clear, confident communicator when carrying out demonstrations, with particular
proficiency on the technical aspects of what is being presented. You will be an enthusiastic ambassador
for ZeroLight products, with an awareness of our commercial priorities.
Technical requirements will include:
•
•
•

Assembling pre-built components into unique demos.
Providing QA support on these demos to ensure they meet the ZeroLight quality standard.
Experience with scripting and/or testing would be
beneficial.

To apply for this position please send your CV and Cover
Letter to careers@zerolight.com

